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The Official Journal was published for the first time on 30 December 1952 as a single series (A). In
April 1958 the A series was replaced by the P series. The P series existed from 1958 until 1967.
Since January 1968 the OJ has been published in two separate series, L (Legislation) and C
(Information and Notices).

Official Journals are available in the official languages of the Member States from the date of their
accession to the EU (except for Irish). Legislation in force at the date of the accession is translated
and published in special editions â€” the 2004 and 2007 special editions are already available
online, older ones will be added soon.

It was first published on 30 December 1952 as the Official Journal of the European Coal and Steel
Community. This was renamed Official Journal of the European Communities with the establishment
of the European Community before taking its current title when the Treaty of Nice entered into force
on 1 February 2003. Since 1998 the Journal has been available online via the EUR-Lex service.

As of the 1st of July 2013, the electronic version of the Official Journal bears legal value instead of
the paper version. Each issue is published as a set of documents in PDF/A format (one per official
language) plus one XML document ensuring the overall coherency through hashes and a qualified
electronic signature (a kind of digital signature defined in European law) extended with a trusted
time stamp.

There is also a supplementary S series which contains invitations to tender, and other documents
relating to the EU Procurement Directives (see: Government procurement in the European Union).
The S Series is also the only series that is not issued in every working language of the Union. Each
Contracting Authority issues notices in the language of its choice.

The Bulletin of the European Union (now replaced by the EU news website) provided an insight into
the activities of the European Commission and the other Community institutions. It was published by
the European Commission and was supplemented by the annual General Report on the Activities of
the European Union, which the Commission is obliged to publish under the terms of the Treaties.

The University of California, Berkeley has received EU publications since 1952 and has been an
official depository since 1964. This guide is intended to assist in locating information on the activities
and policies of the EU with an emphasis on historical print publications and reference sources. See
also the European Union Internet Resources Guide for more current information and databases.

Bimonthly publication with current awareness tools such as a chronology and topical "bibliographic
essay," indexed at CU Boulder but the main use is as a bibliographic point-of-entry to publications
on recent events and issues in the EU. The largest section is "Recent Information" which uses
subject divisions to classify information from the EU and other sources. Published in the U.K., items
indexed include not only the official documentation of the EU, but also includes the (London)
Financial Times, The Economist, and The Journal of Common Market Studies, etc.

Indexes COM Documents of the Commission of the EU, the Reports and working papers of the
European Parliament, and the Opinions and Reports of the Economic and Social Committee.
Documents of the European Communities is divided into three parts: a classified index, an
alphabetical (key word) index, and a numerical index.

Indexes monographs and series publications from the institutions of the EU as well as the
periodicals. Publications of the European Communities is divided into three parts: a classified list, list
of periodicals, and an index of titles and series. The Office for Official Publications also has an
online catalog available for searching.



The Methodological Tables list and give the OJ reference to all of the legislative acts in numerical
order. Two sequences are used: 'Acts whose publication is obligatory,' and 'Acts whose publication
is not obligatory.' They have different ways of citing the legislation so it is important to be in the
correct section.

The Directory gives subject access to OJL. Under broad subject headings (section 1 ) one can find
legislation in chronological order (section 2). Each reference gives the full title of the regulation or
directive, modifications/amendments, and the Official Journal citation. There is a numerical listing of
directives and regulations with cross references to the page of the Directory.

COM Documents include: proposals for legislation, broad policy documents, and reports on the
implementation of policy. Cited as "COM Doc," these are indexed in the Documents Catalog, in
European Access (selectively) and in the SCAD Bibliography since 1983. Since 1987 the COM
Documents are filed in numerical order. Prior to 1987 it is necessary to find the microfiche sheet
number using the Numerical Index in the Documents Catalogue. Many of the earlier COM Docs are
found in the European Parliament Reports.

Most of the items in this series are the texts of Opinions of the ESC. A small minority are more
substantial reports. CES Opinions and Reports are cited as "CES," and are indexed in the
Documents Catalog, in European Access (selectively) and in the SCAD Bibliography. Some years
may not be filmed in numerical order. To find the microfiche sheet number with the document it is
necessary to consult the Numerical Index in the Documents Catalogue.

These are the documents the Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) use in carrying out the
business of the European Parliament. They consist of reports from the different committees of the
EP. Cited as "PE Doc," these documents and working papers of the European Parliament are
indexed in these are indexed in the Documents Catalog, in European Access (selectively) and in the
SCAD Bibliography. To find the microfiche sheet number it is necessary to consult the Numerical
Index in the Documents Catalogue. Beginning with 1999 these are available only via the WWW.
http://eduln.org/1733.pdf
http://eduln.org/2441.pdf
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